TASMANIAN ALL SCHOOLS MOUNTAIN BIKE

CHAMPIONSHIPS 2016 KATE REED RESERVE FRIDAY 6TH MAY

9:00  RACE REGO OPENS
10:00  RACE BRIEFING (U15 & U17)
10:20  U15 RACE (30-40 mins)
11:15  U17 RACE (50-60 mins)
12:00  RACE BRIEFING (U19)
12:30  U19 RACE (70-80 mins)
2:30   PRESENTATIONS
COST   $15 per rider

Note categories are calculated on the age of the rider on the 31st December 2016. Males and Females start at the same time, they will record separate results.

Maximum 50 riders per school.

Contact Adrian Cooper for more details;
Ph: 0458035599  email: adrian.cooper@stpatricks.tas.edu.au